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Chapter 1725 Sea Wolf Ancient Station

“Ancient Beast Battlefield? Why go to Ancient Beast Battlefield? That place is
very dangerous!” Someone asked immediately.

But he was immediately held back by others.

“What Lu Engong says is what he says. He is so good, how could he harm us?”

A large number of people have begun to blindly worship Wiliam.

And a few quick hands and feet have already started to lift Qin Zhanxiong’s
stretcher.

After a group of people went out, Qin Nuoshi looked at Qin Shengzhong with
embarrassment.

Qin Shengzhong naturally knew the meaning of his elder brother’s eyes.

Isn’t it because I offended Wiliam just now, and now I don’t dare to ask Wiliam a
face-to-face question.
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Qin Sheng gave his eldest brother a stern look, and then asked Wiliam in a low
voice, “Wiliam, why do you want to go to the ancient beast battlefield? Is there
any particularity here?”

Wiliam didn’t answer directly, but instead asked: “Is there any kind of ancient
beast with the lowest level at the beginning, and then the deeper the ancient
beast, the stronger it is?”

Qin Shengzhong reacted immediately, and replied with a very skilled look: “Of
course there is, the nearest place to us is the Sea Wolf Ancient Post. As you said,
there are some sparse sea wolves around that place. The more you enter, the
stronger the sea wolf becomes.”

Wiliam nodded, “Let’s go there then.”

Qin Shengzhong said with a look of sigh: “Speaking of this place, I really miss it.
This place is not only the place where my brother and I started fighting, but also
where my father started fighting.”

“Oh? How to say?” Wiliam became interested.
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“It should be said that the Sea Wolf Ancient Station is the place where many
newcomers start their dreams. The ancient beasts on the periphery of that place
are the weakest, so once we have new recruits to enter the battlefield, we must
start actual combat drills from that place.” Qin Sheng said again face recalled.

Qin Nuoshi also interjected at the right time, “My father also started the first
battle from here, and of course my brother and I did the same.”

“Then it seems that this place is the most suitable, let’s go first.” Wiliam said, and
walked forward.

The two brothers of the Qin family looked at each other, but did not continue to
ask any further questions.

Because Wiliam doesn’t seem to be interested in explaining too much for the
time being.

A group of people went to the Sea Wolf Ancient Post in a mighty way, and
although it was close, they walked for more than an hour.

Then, the crowd stood on a level ground stopped by a huge fence.

Qin Sheng pointed to the other side of the fence and said, “Wiliam, this is the Sea
Wolf Ancient Post.”

Wiliam looked around.

I saw some ancient beasts scattered on the other side of the fence.

This ancient beast looks like a wolf, but its body is sea blue, and there is no wolf
hair on it.

The whole body looks naked, and each one looks like an oval walking on all fours.

“That’s the sea wolves. They originally lived in the moat, but after years of
change, they gradually became amphibians. What we saw is the weakest sea
wolves. The strength of sea wolves is generally based on height. The stronger the
strength, the higher the size and the darker the blue on the body.” Qin Nuoshi
also explained.

“Just use the fence to stop it, aren’t you afraid of the impact of the sea wolf?”
Wiliam asked casually.
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Qin Sheng shook his head and said, “If it’s the sea wolves on the periphery, the
fence will be enough. And we have people guarding them day and night. But if
you encounter a powerful sea wolves coming out from the depths, there’s
nothing you can do. , we must dispatch manpower to come over for emergency
support. However, this situation is relatively rare. Sea wolves are creatures with
strong territorial awareness, and generally do not casually walk out of the
territory they live in all year round.”

“Okay, I probably know.” Wiliam nodded and continued to look forward.

The place was so quiet.

Everyone is waiting for Luye’s next instructions.

After a full five minutes, Wiliam turned around and looked at Qin Shengzhong,
“Why are you still standing? Carry your father in.”

lift in…

The people at the scene were collectively stunned.

I don’t know what Wiliam’s words mean.

“What do you mean by carrying it in?” Qin Shengzhong couldn’t help but ask.
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“Literally, don’t you understand?” Wiliam asked back.

Qin Sheng became anxious, and his eyes widened, “Wiliam, what are you talking
about? Although these sea wolves are not strong, it is very dangerous to carry my
father in. You want us to protect him together. go in?”

Wiliam shook his head naturally, “Of course he threw it in alone, listen to me, it’s
not wrong.”

This time, Qin Shengzhong simply quit.

Not even Wiliam said that.

How can you joke about your father’s life?

He said gloomily: “Wiliam, if you don’t give me a reason, please forgive me for
not being able to do it. My father has already become like this, and there must be
no more danger.”

The others also nodded in unison, expressing their agreement with Qin
Shengzhong’s words.
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Wiliam sighed and said bitterly, “Look, you spoiled Sect Master Qin so much that
you harmed him.”

The people at the scene were confused.

Dare Qing Sect Master Qin has become a child, can’t be spoiled, can’t be
accustomed to?

Besides, this is not called petting, it is protection!

“Wiliam, what kind of gourd do you sell in your gourd? Why can’t I understand it?
You can make it clear, we are all big men, and we don’t have so many crooked
intestines.” Qin Shengzhong couldn’t help it at all. , straight to the point.

It took him a long time to say this.

There is another word that I dare not say, that is, your hearts are dirty when you
play tactics.

“That won’t work, I’m just doing an experiment. You’ll know in a while.” Wiliam
said lightly.

The people at the scene were collectively embarrassed.

Nothing like that.

Play a little big.

Take the life of a sect master as an experiment.

This layout, tsk tsk.

So proud.

“It’s up to you to believe me or not.” Wiliam smiled.

Su Qingshan, who was on the side, laughed directly, and said playfully, “Can’t you
see it? This kid is just playing with you, playing you like monkeys.”

Lanshan Zhige’s face flushed, and he didn’t know what to do.

Even Qin Nuo was hesitant.

On the one hand, the safety of his father’s life, on the other hand, is the biggest
benefactor in the history of Arashiyama Zhige.

dilemma.



In the end, it was Qin Sheng who gritted his teeth and cupped his hands to Wiliam:
“Wiliam, I entrust my father’s life to you! Please!”

After all, he actually ignored everyone’s objections, lifted Qin Zhanxiong’s
stretcher with one hand, and used his hand hard!

Qin Zhanxiong, together with the stretcher, flew up, directly over the high fence,
and landed in the ancient sea wolf station opposite.

The movement here immediately attracted the attention of a group of sea
wolves.

Sea Wolf’s eyes turned to Qin Zhanxiong, who was motionless on the ground, and
his eyes gradually turned red!
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